How will iHeadache® help me?
Do you suffer from recurring headaches? Have you’ve
tried numerous treatments or therapies to relieve
your pain? iHeadache tracks your headaches, the
medications you have taken, pain, possible triggers
and disability in real-time as you have each headache.
Giving your physician specific data about your
headaches is essential to receive the best headache
care possible. iHeadache collects the right data and
answers all the tough questions in order to help
you create an optimized treatment plan with your
physician.
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iHeadache® has everything you need to track your
headaches, pain severity, disability, acute treatments,
preventative treatments and triggers in a pain-free
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device becomes a powerful headache diary that’s
going to help you and your doctor treat your pain and
optimize your care.
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Getting Started with
iHeadache Online™
1. Go to www.iHeadache.com and register to use
iHeadache Online.
2. Login and go to the Profile tab and setup your Acute
Treatment and Trigger Profiles. If you cannot find a
particular treatment or trigger then you can also add
custom ones.
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3. Do you take preventative treatments? If so, start
tracking them. Go to the Preventative Treatments
area of the Profile tab. Check off the treatments you are
taking or add custom treatments.
Next go to the Preventative Tab and add your
preventative treatment(s), current dose and the date
you started it. It is common to increase the dose of
some preventative treatments so every time you make
a change to the dose you will want to come here and
enter your changes.
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4. Go to the My Diary tab and enter your first headache.
You should fill out each section of the headache.
iHeadache is an expert system and classifies the type
of headache you have by analyzing the real-time
data you enter about your headache. It uses modified
International Headache Society (IHS) Criteria to classify
your headache as a migraine, probable migraine, tension
headache or unclassified headache. If you leave the
symptoms blank or do not enter a pain score then it will
not be able to classify the headache type.
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